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THE CRA ONLINE COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Reiki Exchanges, Shares and Events
The ongoing events will now be posted and updated by members of
the CRA in the calendar.
Please go to https://reiki.ca/practitioners-teachers/exchanges/
to find an event in your area.
If you wish to know of an upcoming event near you and you do not
have access to the Internet you may call our toll free number at
1.800.834.7525 and we will provide you with the information.

FOLLOW THE CRA UPDATES AND NEWS

CRA Website:
www.reiki.ca
ADVERTISING INFORMATION

NEWSLETTER DEADLINES

Advertising your business, sell
merchandise or place job ads in the
newsletter. On review of the content,
non-members can
also advertise in our newsletter.
Contact: Bonnie
craboard@reiki.ca

We are always looking for fresh articles
that would be of interest to our
members. If you wish to publish your
article or advertise in our newsletter,
below are the deadlines for each issue.

Ad Size
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for ads &
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$140
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1/2
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May 1
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$20
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$20

Winter
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Message from the President
As the holiday season approaches the Board of
Directors would like to wish you and your family a
safe and happy holiday season. We are aware that
many in our Reiki group experienced a year filled
with serious health issues with your family and close
friends. Our Facebook group has been very supportive to the members
when requesting distance Reiki. There definitely is a comfort in having
the members sending Reiki with their love and support. If you are not
already a member in our FB group, search for the Canadian Reiki
Association and request to join. Please read the rules as we do not
permit self-promotions or live video presentations in the group.
The 23rd Annual General Meeting will be held on May 23rd at the
Lonsdale Quay in North Vancouver. For our members who will be
attending we would like to hear from you regarding who you or what
you would like to have for the afternoon portion of the day. Please send
your suggestions to craboard@reiki.ca
Do you have a story you would like to share with our readers please let
me know and I will send you details on what we need for a submission,
I am now preparing for the Spring edition and looking forward to
hearing from you.
Reiki Blessings,
Bonnie Smith
President
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The 23nd Canadian Reiki Association’s
Annual General Meeting
We, the Executive Oﬃcers and Board of Directors of the Canadian Reiki
Association, invite you to join us for our 23nd AGM which will be held
on May 23, 2020, at the Lonsdale Quay, 123 Carrie Cates Crt., North
Vancouver, B.C.
Once again we look forward to meeting our Reiki Family who have
attended our AGM’s in the past as well as taking the opportunity to meet
our new members of the CRA.
Don’t come alone!! Bring a friend, and to our Teachers, we ask you to
bring your students who will be joining the CRA after they have
completed their training with you.
Upon arrival, there will be a meet and greet over a continental from 8:30
to 10:00 am. This is an excellent opportunity to connect with your board
members and other Reiki Practitioners to further build a sense of
community and within the CRA. After our meeting, the Lonsdale Quay
will serve a beautiful buﬀet luncheon.
We are looking suggestions for the afternoon entertainment portion of
the day. If you have any thoughts please let me know, we will be happy
to hear from you.

Reiki Blessings,
Bonnie Smith
President
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Member in Focus- Cynthia Sebry
By the middle of 2002, I found myself in a job that I
wasn’t happy in. Again, my work situation was toxic,
my boss was toxic, but the money was excellent and
the hours were great. I was always tired, angry,
overwhelmed and stuck on that same road, over and
over again. I was disconnected from my heart and soul.
It was then that I met a wonderful gal who did “Reiki”. At that time, I had
no idea what she was talking about and I was pretty “closed oﬀ”.
One morning, I woke with a nasty headache and she insisted on a Reiki
session, so I finally surrendered and allowed her to “do her thing”. When
she was finished, I didn’t really know what she had done, but I did know
that my headache was completely gone and I wanted to know more
about how she did that and I felt amazing! I wanted to know more about
how this “Reiki” worked.
Looking back at that time now, I know that it was one of the best things
that ever happened to me because it invited me to take a closer look at
what was going on in my life and the way I was living it.
For the first five years following my Reiki First Degree course taken in the
spring of 2004, I was physically and emotionally in better health than I
could ever remember being— I didn’t even catch a cold in that
time— my anxiety and sleep issues were settling down as I treated
myself regularly and practiced Reiki friends and family.
In the fall of 2004 I took my Level II , and later became a Reiki Teacher in
2005.
Like everyone else I am on my own healing journey, and would describe
myself as a “work in progress.” I don’t think it would have been possible
to support others and teach Reiki with any real authenticity if I hadn’t
experienced some of the health problems I gone through, and therefore
healing needs, that I have had over the years.
As it has been the case for many healers, my need for help was with my
own health, and life in general, it is what led me to Reiki in the first place.
So when I came across Reiki and experienced how wonderful and
relaxed it made me feel, it seemed like the answer to a prayer.
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I obviously hadn’t let go of my old ways, so after my father died in the
summer of 2010, my body came to a halt.
I developed chronic sinus infections and generally just not feeling very
well and of course it was painful and exhausting. Despite this, I
stubbornly tried to continue on with my workaholic ways and continued
on with my Reiki business, pushing through regardless whether I really
felt like it or not.
Not exactly the best advertisement for a “healer,” I’ll admit, but I hate
letting people down, so I did what I thought was best for those potential
clients and students, rather than what I knew was best for me.
So the message from my body got louder.
In June of 2013, I had sinus surgery in the hopes of clearing my sinus
issues. In July 2013, I ended up in hospital with a near-fatal kidney
infection and for the next two months my health was so bad that I was
in and out of the hospital several times, unable to look after myself
because I was too exhausted, full of one infection after another. I was
physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually exhausted. Anxiety and
depressive states were creeping back. I was desperately searching what
was wrong with me????
In October of 2013, I was diagnosed with Celiac and three months later,
Systemic Lupus. What the heck?
This experience certainly gave me the time to think again. At first, all I
could think of was to throw everything I knew at my illness to try to get
rid of the symptoms— Reiki, aﬃrmations, visualizations and just about
anything else anyone suggested.
But nothing happened. I didn’t get better. And that was the scariest
thing. For the previous five or six years, whatever had happened to me—
an occasional headache, trapping my finger in a door, spraining my ankle
—all I had needed to do was to place my hands on myself and let the
Reiki flow, and within minutes, or at the most hours, the pain and
swelling had gone. Why wasn’t it working now?
There are many stages of healing; spiritual, emotional and most of the
mental. I had covered these areas, however, the physical, not in the least.
I did an oﬀ again-on again yoga practice, occasionally went for a walk,
but that was about it. I was in a very dark place in my life, so this is when
my healing journey really began.
CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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I took action, the final stage in the self-healing process.
I took some simple, practical steps, like changing to a healthier diet and
eliminating some foods known to aggravate Lupus inflammation and
cutting out ALL gluten in my diets. I changed my attitude to many things,
found a team of healing professionals that could support me in a physical
way.
Reiki had finally got through the layers of resistance, and brought to the
surface theunderstanding of the phrase “what you resist, persists.” All the
eﬀort I had put into resisting my illness had been wasted!
All I had really needed to do was to “let go, and let flow.” I gave up trying
to live my “old” life, and stopped chafing at the bit and feeling resentful
because I could no longer rush around “doing” things; instead I got on
with my “new” life— just being me. I don’t mean being me in one of the
many roles I used to rush around playing— mother, daughter,
teacher, business owner, healer, Reiki Master— because they were all
masks.
My health continues to improve: I am not yet 100 percent healthy, I have
learned to honour all parts of me that include the physical, emotional,
mental AND spiritual levels .
My life now is totally diﬀerent than it once was, and Reiki has brought
me all those things I have already suggested it could: wholeness and
harmony, personal peace and a sense of purpose, emotional balance and
feelings of joy, bliss and fulfillment. I cannot imagine life without it.
Teaching Reiki has brought me so much pleasure and satisfaction, and I
just love having the chance to play a part in the way that Reiki changes
people. I really enjoy the amazement on their faces as they feel Reiki
flowing through them for the first time. I know that a major part of my
life purpose is to continue teaching and Reiki, and I am excited about
the future possibilities.
The emphasis for me is in the enjoyment of Reiki and having fun using
it to help yourself to live a healthier and more balanced life, while at the
same time treating it with the respect it deserves as one of the world’s
greatest gifts— a healing system for anyone and everyone that is easy
to learn and easy to use….
Reiki Blessings,
Cynthia Sebry
Essential Energy Healing- http://essentialenergyhealing.ca
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CRA Credits and How They Work Now!
When a new student joins the CRA and indicates that they heard about
the CRA from their Registered CRA Teacher, I automatically give that
teacher a $10.00 credit to their account. Teachers no longer need to keep
track of credit notes since this process is tracked through our new
member management system. When renewal time rolls around, those
credits will automatically be taken oﬀ the membership amount that is
due and will show on the renewal invoice that they receive. This process
is the same for CRA Students who have submitted a Teacher Evaluation
Form regarding a CRA Teacher, however, you should probably make a
note on the evaluation form that you are a CRA member in order to
remind me to apply the credit.
When Students who are not aﬃliated with the CRA, hand in a Teacher
Evaluation Form, they are also entitled to a $5.00 credit. This is the one
(and probably the only) area that I have not been able to incorporate
into practice with the management system that we are now using. If the
Student wishes to join the CRA, they simply need to send me an email
at reiki@reiki.ca prior to completing the Application Form, and I will give
let them know how to proceed.
As always, if you have any questions or concerns, let me know!
Jodie Whitley
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The Dark Night of the Soul
I was certainly familiar with the term. Even read about St John of the
Cross book, however, it was far in my mind to think about going through
the experience. And in my case, it wasn’t enough to live it once, nope, it
came again, and apparently it doesn’t mean it will the last.
It was decades ago, after receiving my first Usui Reiki Teachers level, after
a year of my level one I decided I was ready for the big step. My Teacher
told me the same I still tell my students, “only you know if and when you
will be ready”.
Oh God!!! Was I? well, my eagerness was stronger, and I did it. Let me tell
you, the year that follow was the darkest in my life. My family was worry
believing that I was depressed, I knew deep inside me that I wasn’t. I
could feel a huge transformation going on inside me, it was extremely
diﬃcult to put it into words.
With time I learned that from a spiritual point of view, the attainment of
reaching that level was nothing to be sneezed, in order to get there, I’ve
certainly had earned my spiritual stripes.
Series of spiritual lessons… and in this case it was about “responsibility”,
what I was willing to take responsibility for? Through the Dark Night of
the Soul, this is the biggest challenge “responsibility=power”, with
limitless possibilities and resources. The things that you normally used
to do, won't work anymore, there will be doors that will be closed at your
face, you will feel that life itself is falling apart.
Then, when you become tired of pushing and pulling, when you sit in a
corner, desperate, lost, confused, then you realized that you can’t control
everything, at that point you figure that you must surrender and let go
and wait it out patiently. It was a long year, slowly, events and emotions
started to settle down and lifelike pieces of a puzzle began to fit into the
right spot. Quit my job, and against all the odds decide to follow the Reiki
path.
Again, on June 2018, went to Spain, land of my ancestors, which it
seemed just a trip turned out to be the beginning of my second Dark
Night… (ha! One wasn’t enough) I could see my life going down deep,
though this time I knew what it was. I realized that I needed to travel to
a foreign country, miles away to meet, recognize and make friends with
myself.
PAGE 10
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The lesson is going to hurt, because it’s going to attack your self-worth.
You will question whether you have anything of any worth to oﬀer to
the world. Everything seems to break down, another challenge. You
realize that nobody can go through this for you and nobody can go
through this with you. You will be isolated and removed from help, that
is the very point to allow you to see yourself without help.
A Dark Night of the Soul will challenge your faith and hope by holding
you down for a very long period. It will provoke an area of your life that
is crucial for you.
It will break you down completely so the old version of you will be gone
and a new transformed you will be born. Revelations, insights will
follow… If you are going through one right now, please, just hang in
there, we are living questionable demurral times and going through a
deep transformation, I promise, it will pass and then you will realize that
it is an honour to be where you are.
Teresa Canoza CRA-RT

Easy Does ItikWith
ieR Reiki
htiW tI seoD ysaE
Reiki is the Japanese term for the greater life energy
ygrene efil retaerg eht rof mret esenapaJ eht si ikieR
that animates our reality and every living thing in it
ti ni gniht gnivil yreve dna ytilaer ruo setamina taht
including ourselves. It is a biological fact that we are
era ew taht tcaf lacigoloib a si tI .sevlesruo gnidulcni
all equally connected to this life sustaining force for
rof ecrof gniniatsus efil siht ot detcennoc yllauqe lla
as long as we live.
.evil ew sa gnol sIt ais a biological fact that we are
a
Where we diﬀer as individuals is in how
our whole self interacts with this
energy as it moves through us and our lives. The dynamic nature of W
energy
greater
is such that although it is shared it cannot
fo e
rutan cithan
manyourselves
dWehT
The dynamic nature of
be owned.
e
e

In the same way traditional Reiki spiritual and self healing practice is for
quieting our intellectual desire to analyze, fix, achieve, control or
manipulate. Instead we practice simply holding relaxed and
Instead we practice simply holding relaxed and
compassionate
space for ourselves
and others so that the beauty of just
d n a d e x a l e r g n icd l o h y l p m i s e c i t c a r p e w d a e t s n I
being alive can shine through us all just as we choose to be.
c
Tina Reilhan CRA-RT
www.calmcarereiki.ca

CRA-RT!

T
! R-ARC
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Komyo ReikiDo Intensive
with Japanese Buddhist monk
Hyakuten Inamoto

Toronto, Ontario
June 4 - 7, 2020
***
Sherwood Park, Alberta
June 12 – 15, 2010
Learn how to practice and teach Reiki as a healing art
and a gateway to inner growth and spiritual awakening.
For more information and to register contact
Elyssa Matthews at elyssa@coreselfreiki.ca or
416.422.2055 for Toronto
and
Marianne Goetsch at m.goetsch70@gmail.com
or 780-400-7604 for Sherwood Park
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Everything You Need to Know About Manifesting on
Command
As a feminine business, wealth and empowerment mentor, one of the
key elements in my coaching is helping women entrepreneurs co-create
success and abundance in their businesses that are aligned with their
highest visions and growth.
Over the years, I’ve seen many having
misconception around the term
“manifesting,” and what it really takes to
magnetize results we desire in our
personal, professional, and spiritual lives.
I’m sharing three manifesting myths, as well as 3 secrets for you to
manifest on command.
Manifesting Myth # 1:
Believing manifesting is about tactics and practices
The truth is, you are manifesting every moment of every day, even in
your sleep. You are doing it right now by sending out a certain frequency
that will magnetize people and circumstances that resonate on a similar
frequency back to you in the near future, and it is a never-ending loop.
So you are not just creating results when you’re doing a visualization, or
focusing hard on a positive outcome during those ten minutes you are
writing aﬃrmations.
Manifesting is not something you do, and it certainly is not a practice or
tactic.
Manifesting is who you are. Every moment, you are magnetizing certain
people and events back to you based on what you are Being and what
you have embodied as the truth on a deep cellular level. Some of it is
conscious, and some highly unconscious.
For example, if money in your business is something you’re wanting to
manifest, and it hasn’t shown up, it means, somewhere deep in your
being, there are parts of you that are resisting receiving the opportunities
that will allow money to flow to you. This can simply be taking those
aligned actions to call in the money.

CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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Myth # 2:
Manifesting is about getting things and results
People pretty much use the word “manifest” when they are describing
the preferred outcome of a desire,
“I want to manifest a new house/a loving soulmate/a million dollar
listing.”
There is absolutely nothing wrong with desires as I am all for desires and
expansion.
But, I want you to get very clear on what manifesting actually is. It is NOT
about getting or having something which is actually a by-product.
Getting the cash, getting that book deal, or getting that dream date is a
happy by-product. It’s icing on the cake.
I’d love to move onto the 3 secrets for you to master manifesting on
command.
Secret # 1:
Take 100% responsibility over every experience in your life
This is something I am big on with the women entrepreneurs I mentor.
It boils down to choosing to operate from one of the two identities: your
human self, or your Divine Self.
Perhaps your human self has been conditioned with beliefs that are not
conducive to you creating the success you desire (and success does not
need to be building a million-dollar empire. It can be as simple as –
waking up feeling healthy and energized).
But your Divine Self – she has the power to evoke any possibility in the
field of infinite possibilities because she IS, and is an extension of Source
Energy that is unfailing, unstoppable, forever-expanding and evolving,
and infinite.
You are born with these very mechanisms to call forth any reality, for as
long as you are willing to accept this tremendous power and
responsibility called “I Am That.”
When you operate from the human self, it’s easy to claim responsibility
for the results you like, and shift responsibility on the experiences you
don’t like by blaming them on circumstances, excuses, other people, etc.
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The Divine Self sees no other but herself as the sole creatrix in this
universe (feel free to substitute it with “he” and “creator). She knows
regardless of whether she intended to create it or not, life happens
through her and for her, rather than to her.
When we operate from the Divine Self and take full responsibility of our
creative power which is our Divine Potential, no expansion is too big and
no joy is too impossible.
Secret # 2
Master the energy of a command
It’s very easy to get wishy-washy with our desires,
•
•
•

Oh, it’ll be so nice for me to have…
I’m throwing the intention out there, and this is about “let go and
let god.”
I’ll try couple of things, and if it doesn’t work out, it’s not meant
to be.

This is actually the energy of “I am not fully owning the power of my
Divine Self.”
In order for you to co-create success, in addition to deciding this is what
you truly want, you’ve also got to command it and see it through – in
your energy, choices, and actions.
This looks like quick and powerful decision making, and it’s a muscle that
you need to develop. This is especially true if you want to manifest
money but it works for all other desires. Money is a Divine Masculine
energy that values confidence, action, respect, boundaries, attention,
quick and bold decision making, faith, etc.
You have to master the art of being willing to decide, and act on your
decision with swiftness. The decisions and actions vary, but needless to
say, sitting on your couch visualizing and thinking positive isn’t cutting
it.
When you have a desire, and you jump on it by taking an aligned action
which leads to the next aligned action which leads to an upgraded
reality, it very quickly takes you out of the doubt, aka resistance, and
resistance is the only thing that stops you from getting results.

CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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The actions that will lead to an upgraded reality are most likely the
actions that can feel triggering or scary to you, with excitement mixed
in.
Those actions will also most likely:
•
•
•

Take you outside of your comfort zone.
Feel like a stretch – emotionally, mentally, spiritually, and/or
financially.
Make you feel uncertain, like you are diving into the unknown
(which is precisely how an upgraded reality manifests because if
you know it, you would have done it already).

This also goes back to the myth that manifesting is all about feeling
good. A lot of times, it is about feeling the initially discomfort, but
CHOOSING to do it anyway.
None of this has to be hard with the right system and support.
In fact, the process of self-expression and expanding can be incredibly
fun and exciting, while you are co-creating the lifestyle, the connections,
the joy, and the abundance you desire with others and the universe. It’s
the human mind and conditioning that wants to make all of it
complicated.
Happy Manifesting!
Juliet Tang
Feminine Business, Wealth, & Leadership for women coaches and
healers
juliettang.com
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Walking the Reiki Path
I came upon Reiki practice through synchronicity
– the kind of meaningful coincidence that cannot
be dismissed as mere chance, and so before I
knew it, I had signed up for a class. It certainly
seemed that I should take this class, although I
wasn't entirely sure why, and the vague little bit
that I knew about Reiki did not give me any good
enough answers.
The day of instruction came and went, yet by the end of it, I still lacked
clarity. The class had included everything that a typical level one Usui
Shiki Reiki Ryoho class was supposed to include, as I later came to find
out – something about Mikao Usui, something about Chujiro Hayashi
and Hawayo Takata, a number of attunements, standing next to a Reiki
table with my hands on another participant, then lying down myself, and
then being told that I could do the same myself for myself... Lastly, just
before wrapping up, a statement was made that we could now go to City
Hall and register as holistic practitioners. To do what?, I thought. What
had just happened? What had I learned? I wasn't sure and I wasn't very
impressed.
During the following three months, nothing much happened. I tried a
few times to “give myself Reiki”, but wasn't sure if I was succeeding or
not, if anything was happening, or if I could or should feel anything.
Besides, the whole process seemed rather boring. Either that, or I didn't
have enough patience for it – lie down, place hands, fall asleep... or not
(even worse)... Again, not impressed.
After about three months, I was told that there would soon be a level
two class. Would I be interested in attending? There would be symbols
taught and distance practice – something I could do in my head, rather
than with my hands. Doing things in my head had always been more
enticing than doing things with my hands, so yes! I signed up.
And again, at the end of this second class, just like after the first one, I
wasn't sure what had happened or whether to be impressed. But this
time, at some later point, something did seem to happen. Internally. On
its own.
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On one occasion, I was “overcome by honesty”. All of a sudden, in a
conversation, something became blindingly clear, a line was drawn, and
words were spoken – as if through a domino eﬀect, in the space of a few
seconds, I seemed to have gone through some kind of mysterious inner
re-organization which resulted in me blurting out a personal truth. My
relationship with my significant other had needed that, but whatever
that was and however it had come about, I could not take ownership of
it – I hadn't earned it, hadn't worked my way through it, hadn't pieced it
together through inquiry or therapy.... There it just was, with nothing for
me to do except say, “Aha!” And marvel - something strange was going
on.
Still, in spite of this and other mysterious inner shifts, I might have
stopped trying to practice Reiki, had I not, again through some curious
serendipity, met another Reiki teacher a couple of months after the level
two class. Versed in astrology, Jungian psychology, Taoist practice,
meditation, and other psycho-spiritual technologies, this new teacher
got my attention, sparked my curiosity, gave me food for thought, and
eventually, as I came to realize his sincerity, generosity, depth, conviction,
and compassion towards me, convinced me to begin showing up at his
house every Sunday morning, for Reiki practice, starting with level one
again and leading up to levels two and three. I did that for two and a half
years. And that made all the diﬀerence.
Inner practice (meditation) and outer practice (hands-on or distance
practice) became an easily adhered to daily commitment and the path
opened up - a path leading to deeper and deeper connection with Reiki,
the invisible numinous Presence which makes the practice possible, with
myself, on the deepest level, and with the life around me. I began to shift
into another mode of being, and another way of showing up in the
world. A dream I had during this period comes to mind. I was standing
in a waiting room when a secretary, who was going to usher me in,
looked up from what she was focusing on, and asked on a tone of
surprise, “Who accelerated YOU?”; to which I promptly replied, “Reiki and
my teacher.”
The following year, in 2002, both my teacher and I attended in Toronto,
a Gendai Reiki Ho class which again I had come to find out about through
serendipity. The class was taught by Doi-sensei, a Japanese teacher who
had been a member of the Gakkai, the society created by Usui-sensei
back in the 1920s. And again, that too, made all the diﬀerence.
PAGE 18
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Doi-sensei oﬀered a connection with the roots of Reiki, and a deep and
authentic understanding of the path, the practice, and its ultimate
purpose which my local Toronto teacher had already understood to be
spiritual transformation. But now this was being confirmed – Usui-sensei
had taught Reiki as a gateway to “daianshin”, profound inner peace, “the
peace beyond all understanding”, or to use a more commonly known
term, “satori”, the goal of all Japanese spiritual practices.
We were given some new practices and insights to delve into, and for
years after that, I sat with every page of the four Gendai manuals,
faithfully doing each practice and sticking to every word. Practice
deepened. Healing took place. And not just for me, but for others. And
not just physically, but in every way, for as Usui-sensei used to say, “How
could Reiki be just for the benefit of the body?” I was lighter, happier,
centred, balanced, and inspired. And I began to teach Gendai Reiki Ho.
The next step was a trip to Japan during which I reconnected with
Doi-sensei and started to forge a connection with Hyakuten-sensei, Buddhist monk and founder of Komyo ReikiDo which, like Gendai Reiki Ho,
aﬃrms that Reiki practice meets two needs, often considered separate
or mutually contradictory - the natural tendency to seek health and wellbeing in everyday life, and the equally natural aspiration for awakening
and spiritual unfoldment, the hand healing ability being a by-product of
the inner workings. In both Komyo ReikiDo and Gendai Reiki Ho, Reiki is
taught as a practice of nondual healing and awakening.
I came back to Toronto feeling that something had shifted inside again,
and then one day, as I was standing in the bathroom, looking in the
mirror and brushing my teeth, I realized in a flash that I was
unconditionally happy. There was no reason, no trigger, nothing to feed
my happiness. It was a quiet, peaceful, deeply-settled kind of happiness.
And it felt like home. Everyday life remained everyday life with the usual
external ups and downs inviting a reaction or a response, and “home
” remained home. I existed in two places at once – the surface of the
ocean and the bottom of the ocean, the always-changing reality of
everyday life and the unchanging stable inner ground.
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Years of practice followed – personal practice, healing practice, teaching
practice (including introducing kids to Reiki in the high school where I
was teaching), serving the Reiki community practice (as I began to host
classes taught by Doi-sensei and Hyakuten-sensei in Toronto), and
writing practice, (as I worked with a Japanese translator, upon
Doi-sensei's request to produce a new version of his manuals). And life
was good.
Until it wasn't. Until events began to cause personal life to fall apart and
unravel. And until this metaphorical image percolated into
consciousness at the end of a meditation session – a file being pulled
from the bottom of a pile and placed on top as if to suggest, “You're
going to have to experience this now.”“This” turned out to be something
very old and intrinsic to my biographical self, something I thought had
already healed, but there it was, unhealed and as blatant as ever – the
fundamental wound.
In the midst of all this falling apart, practice changed, and I began to
teach Komyo ReikiDo which had been bringing me back to the utter and
splendid simplicity of Reiki: “Place your hands, surrender, and smile,” as
Hyakuten-sensei puts it. I needed that simplicity, I could appreciate it
now, and I was ready for it.
Life became like that, too – an experiment in surrender, a moment by
moment act of opening to what was present, being with everything just
as it was without trying to change anything, cultivating acceptance,
acceptance, and more acceptance – the power to stay and the courage
to feel, avoiding nothing, resisting nothing, letting go of attachment to
what was slipping away, and occasionally realizing that we're never
further from unity than when we think we are whole, and we're never
closer to unity than when we think things are falling apart.
The simplicity of being by a Reiki table turned into the simplicity of
being, and the simplicity of being marked the end of seeking - feeling
full and complete, when nothing is seen as missing, there is nothing to
find. There is only ebb and flow, cycles and patterns, this and that in a
dance of interconnectedness, and there is only the spaciousness within
which everything arises and falls. Just like when we first learn to practice
Reiki, all we do is observe the coming and going of palm sensations, just
like that, we realize, everything else happens on its own, and there is
nothing for us to do. There is only Life living itself through us as us.
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Looking back now, it is clear that what began for me on a whim nearly
twenty years ago would not have continued if Life hadn't steered me this
way and that through serendipity, and if I hadn't met genuine,
heart-warming, dedicated teachers who inspired me to practice in the
right way at the right time, and always with the same fundamental
understanding and towards the same aspiration. The practice which
began most unimpressively and held only mild attraction in the
beginning soon became something to be curious about and then
eventually something to open to with increasing appreciation,
fascination, love, joy, and dedication.
Nowadays, with the same gratitude and wonder with which I have
received teachings and initiations, I continue to pass on the gift and
teach Reiki as a mystical practice of connection, spiritual awakening, and
service, which begins with the healing of the body-mind and leads to
inner peace, the goal of every wisdom tradition, a practice of simplicity
and surrender, of doing nothing at all, for the path to
enlightenment as Doi-sensei puts it, is the path to absolute relaxation.
As we relax into the practice, the practice relaxes us into the peace of our
hearts, our always already existing home from where we can relate to
every event as a fact in the present, just as it is and without wishing it to
be diﬀerent, until such time when the current fact changes on its own
again and the next event arises and falls taking us further and further on
this path we're on towards the full opening of the heart.
Elyssa Matthews CRA-RT
www.coreselfreiki.ca
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Welcome to the Zoomer Show ~ Lifestyle Expo 2019
Consumer shows are one of the most powerful ways to engage its
audience while providing marketers with an eﬃcient, eﬀective platform
to promote products or services to this critically important market. Equal
parts education, entertainment and retail, Zoomer Show has grown to
become the largest consistently well-attended lifestyle expo for the 45plus crowd.
The Show took place the last weekend of October 26th and 27th at the
Enercare Center, this show provides the attendees with insights on travel,
money, health and fitness, retirement and reinvention. The attendees
get the opportunity to dance to the music they grew up with and learn
new ways to get in shape and much more.
In the Zen & Treatment Zone massages therapist, reflexologists and Reiki
practitioners gathered to oﬀer mini sessions to those who needed and
were willing and open to try these complementary healing techniques.
Under the impeccable organization of Marlene George, a CRA Reiki
Master/Teacher member of the CRA and seconded by Gabriela Zgirta,
we were there from 10 am to 5pm simply being “Reiki”, mini-sessions of
15 minutes were given to more than 500 people.
Despite the natural noise of the place we, the practitioners, managed to
create a sacred safe place for those who approached us. Reiki supported
us, all, we felt and channelled the energy beautifully in a harmonic
environment.
I truly believe in volunteering, it is like the third side of Reiki: teaching,
being a paid practitioner and volunteer.
It was great sharing the spot with students and colleagues, exchange
the lovely energy, talk, interact… a significant opportunity of learning
from others, make friends and even promote your own business.
If you haven’t yet, I recommend you start your journey
into volunteering, there are many opportunities and
places for you to begin this fulfilled activity.
Best Regards
Teresa Canoza CRA-RT
CRA Director
CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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Gendai Reiki Ho Intensives
for Reiki Masters
Study the entire four-level Gendai Reiki Ho program
with a qualified and experienced
Gendai Reiki Ho Master.
Continue your Reiki education
Explore the Japanese roots of the Reiki practice
Enhance your healing ability
Practice Reiki for spiritual awakening
Visit http://coreselfreiki.ca/ReikiCourses.html
Contact Elyssa Matthews
at elyssa@coreselfreiki.ca or 416.422.2055
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I Don’t Like Meditating But Here’s Why I Do It
I don’t like meditating. But when I do it
regularly, life is better. Stress is lower. My health
improves. Problems seem smaller. I seem bigger.
As much as I’m loath to admit it, I’m not a fan of
meditation. It comes unnaturally to me, despite
my 36 years of martial arts study and interest in
self-improvement, health-hacking, and general
enlightenment.
I realize this speaks poorly of me as a person, kind of like my opinions on
Aikido, jazz music, pumpkin pie, and “A Prairie Home Companion.” That
I’m not fond of them doesn’t mean they’re bad, it means I’m not as good
as I could be.
Worse yet, when I do regularly meditate, I find my life is better. Stress is
lower, my health improves. I can focus more on my work, and am less
likely to say things I regret to my friends, colleagues, and loved ones.
Problems seem smaller. I seem bigger.
And I’m not alone. Over the past few decades, a host of research trusted
sources has supported the conclusion that meditation is good for us, and
that we should all meditate a few minutes each day. Meditation has
been found again, and again and again to reduce stress, with all the
physical, social, and emotional benefits that provides.
In 2003, researchers learned that regular meditation helped to boost
immune function. Meditation can help control pain, according to
several studies, including these in 2016.
That’s just the tip of that particular iceberg. Bottom line: meditation is
good for me, and for you, no matter how much we might not want to do
it. It is kind of like eating a vegetarian meal once or twice a week.
So, from one resistant but learning meditator to others, here’s what I’ve
learned about meditation and how to make it part of improving your
life. You don’t have to just sit around. Non-practitioners sometimes
imagine meditation to be boring — and perhaps if not done a certain
way, it can be. But there’s more than one kind of meditation available, so
you can easily find one that suits you. Here are just a few alternatives:
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Walking meditation
Can calm your mind when you focus on your strides and movement of
taking steps (rather than, say, focusing on your breath).
Walking In A Labyrinth
A centuries-old practice of contemplation common among many
spiritual faiths, including Catholicism. Kata is the formal practice of
martial arts, including tai chi. The motions of this practice are so complex
it becomes impossible to think of other things, allowing for profound
meditative focus.
Listening Mindfully to Music
Especially music without lyrics produces the same impacts of meditation
by allowing you to be transported by the sounds, away from stray and
extraneous thoughts.
Daily Task Meditation
Is where you take the process of a task — like doing dishes, cooking a
meal, or getting dressed — and focus on it the way a kung fu master
might focus on her forms.
Those are just a few examples. Other options for meditation include
loving-kindness meditation, guided relaxation, breathing meditation,
zazen sitting meditation, awareness meditation, Kundalini, pranayama
The point is there’s a kind of meditation that works well with your needs,
tastes, and general outlook. It’s just a matter of finding the right match.
Your brain might mess with you. Meditating is supposed to be a quieting
of the mind, where you think about nothing in particular (or nothing
other than the actions of the meditation) to allow that background noise
to filter out and let you rest. That’s why exercise can be meditative: at a
certain point you’re only able to think about the exercise.
But along the way, throughout each session of meditation, your
thoughts are going to keep zooming in and trying to distract you. This
happens all the time in the beginning, but here’s a secret: It happens all
the time to the masters, too.
The trick with meditation isn’t to totally eliminate those stray thoughts.
It’s to let them pass through your mind without you grabbing hold of
them.
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In the first stages of learning, you’ll fail a lot of the time. You’ll be
meditating for a while and suddenly realize you stopped somewhere
along the way to think about your to-do list and what you’re making for
dinner that night.
Eventually, that will happen less and less, and you’ll start distracting yourself by getting frustrated that the thoughts intrude at all. You will
ultimately be able to let them pass through and over you without taking
root, so you can continue your meditation for as long as you wish.
Speaking of “as long as you wish”, it doesn’t have to be for very long. Yes,
I read the stories about Gichin Funakoshi (aka The Father of Modern Day
Karate) meditating for an entire day while standing under a waterfall,
and about retreats where people spend the entire weekend in some kind
of a trance. And probably, some of those stories are true.
No, they don’t mean you have to meditate for hours to get anything out
of meditation. The studies I mentioned above-had subjects meditate for
less than an hour, in most cases less than 15 minutes, and even those
sessions resulted in significant improvements to physical, emotional, and
psychological health.
Some of the masters I’ve personally spoken with go one further, advising
us to start with just one minute of meditation per day. That won’t be
enough to reap huge, long-lasting benefits, but it has two advantages:
• You will succeed. Anybody can meditate for a minute, no matter how
busy or distractible they are.
• You’ll be pleasantly surprised how much of a diﬀerence it makes for the
next 10 minutes of your life.
I personally found those two factors combined to be an excellent
motivator. Under the powerful motivation of immediate success and
feeling the short-term impact of that minute, I committed more fully to
learning how to meditate.
Jason Brick
freelance writer and journalist
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Pet Grooming for the whole animal body mind and
sprit
“You may ask yourself “What is Reiki and how
could it help my pet”?
Reiki is non-invasive, complementary and
alternative energy healing practice which
promotes overall health and wellbeing.
Originating in Japan by Dr. Mikao Usui the word Reiki is derived from
two words: rei, meaning “spirit” and ki meaning “life energy”.
All animals are highly sensitive to the energies of their surroundings and
intuitively understand Reiki as a healing energy. Many of our animal
companions’ ailments stem from their bodies being out of balance or
aliment due to emotional issues, injury or trauma. All lives are comprised
of energy (ki) and when our energy is out of balance, the result is often
illness, pain, anxieties or stress and behavioural issues.
A Reiki practitioner facilitates the flow of energy to the accepting
receiver, for example a companion animal and or a human rebalancing
the ki and allowing the animal or human his/her own healing response.
In most cases animals prefer energy healing from a distance and not the
hands-on method, which is common practice on humans during
in-person treatment.
Theodore a 5-year-old Yorkshire terrier arrives to the grooming salon in
the security of his cozy pet carrier for his regular scheduled grooming
appointment as he has in the past few years. He and his pet parent, Mrs.
Black, absolutely adore one another. Neither one wants to be separated
from one another. However, Mrs. Black appreciates that he has grooming
needs for his comfort and health. Although strained by the outing she
admitted that she and Theodore have anxieties and are nervous
travelling. She felt they both fed one another’s anxieties. She stated, both
were nervous travelling in a vehicle amongst busy traﬃc and he
especially disliked and was reluctant having to leave his home. Upon
arrival a panting Theodore, with his entire body vibrating, was handed
over to me to be groomed. Mrs. Black leaves Theodore in my care and
promises Theodore she’ll be back.
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Prior to Mrs. Black and Theodores’ arrival; earlier that morning before
opening the grooming salon for appointments my Pug, Mort and I spent
30 minutes meditating. It is a general practice. As with regular Reiki
(energy healing) my hands in Gasho prayer position, I begin deep
breathing in and exhaling out slowly the rhythm is not unlike gentle
waves rolling in and out from sand beach. My body relaxed, I now set an
intention of oﬀering a harmonious healing space for Mort and I inviting
Theodore’s spirit and all animals that wish to step into this space at their
own free will and may leave as they please. As I visualize a bright sunny
warm morning in a field of long grass a flow of energy begins to generate
and then emanate from beyond my physical body expanding my aura.
Mort soon settled and laid stretch out on the doggie couch relaxed
making soft snoring sounds during the meditation, I am too relaxed. One
of subtle signs of a receiver drawing energy is drowsiness and relaxed
state of being. Myself as the practitioner being a conduit facilitating the
energy I feel energy being drawn by tingling sensations from my palms
and fingers, as well as my body beginning to heat up. Minutes go by, I
then close the meditation by expressing gratitude to the source and all
who shared in the healing space. Mort stirs groggily as I prepare for my
appointments for the day by turning sound system on playing soothing
music in the background of salon. The music has been specifically
created pets produced at a frequency that aids in their comfort.
I gently placed Theodore on the grooming table to begin combing his
fur and trimming meanwhile his whole body vibrated as he panted
heavily. His heart raced. He insisted facing the direction he last saw his
beloved human, Mrs. Black.
Beginning grooming work my thoughts were of Theodore and the state
he was in. I still maintained an energetic field from earlier meditation; I
placed my hands on Theodore's solar-plexus area taking inbreathes and
exhaling. I felt myself absorbing a tight mass of his stresses in my
solar- plexus area. I then exhale harshly towards the ground dispelling
the mass containing his fears, stresses and anxieties meanwhile
simultaneously we connect heart to heart and mind to mind with
Theodore. Continuing our communication heart to heart bridge asked
him to: “trust me and told him that he is loved very much, he had a
beautiful bright light (soul), he was safe and that his beloved human will
be back for him, and he was welcome to step into the healing light
energy field.” Theodore turned his head briefly and glanced at me eye to
eye. There was no mistaking this split-second moment.
CANADIAN REIKI ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
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We connected; he understood what I was communicating to him. He
resumed his steadfast stare in the direction which he first arrived.
Suddenly my attention was drawn to noticing that his body felt less tense
and rigid. Also, the heavy panting too was lessened greatly.
As I carried out the grooming process he had still planted himself facing
the direction where he had been separated from his beloved human. I
was on another level of consciousness busily worked while continuing
to communicating with Theodore in my thoughts: “that he is loved very
much, he is safe, Mrs. Black will be back, and asked him to Trust me". I
repeated this several times. Theodore's panting lessened. As I worked on
his rear foot I sensed something. I stopped working to look in the
direction causing the sensation. My eyes met what caused the sensation
it was Theodores penetrating stare making intense eye contact.
In amazement I was direct eye to eye with Theodore. He had stopped
panting just stood staring at me intently. This was a profound moment
in time as we connected on a conscious level of telepathy. We stayed eye
to eye for an unknown period of time. This was a precious moment of
truly being connected heart to heart understanding.
For the remainder of Theodores bathing, drying, finishing work and
waiting for the arrival of Mrs. Black Theodore was calm, peaceful and
relaxed.
I shared our experience with Mrs. Black about what took place. She was
pleased and surprised. She also commented that “Theodore never makes
eye to eye contact".
Blessings,
Susan Dalmer CRA-RP
https://susandalmer.wixsite.com/dogzandkatzcoiﬀure

Alain Richard
Consultant
Health & Wellness Coach
416-827-4204
arichard@mondoki.ca
arichard.isagenix.com
Weight Loss ʹ Performance ʹ Vitality + Well-Being
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REJUVENATING FACE
MASSAGE COURSE

Through the Canadian Centre
of Indian Head Massage
2- day Classes oﬀered accross Canada
CEU approved with many
Canadian
organizations

Please visit: indianheadmassagecanada.com
for workshop dates and locations
with Debbie Boehlen
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